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Programs Offered
These are all separated by grade level and have been noted if it fulfills a core standard. Full
descriptions for each program are provided on the following pages. If you see a program not

listed in your class’s grade level, but you would like to use it,  please contact me and I will make
something work to the best of my abilities.

Preschool:
● Five Senses
● Animals Should Definitely NOT Wear Clothes
● Habitat Hike in the Classroom
● Living, Non-living
● The Itsy Bitsy Spider
● Trees are Terrific!
● Where Do You Hide a Dinosaur?

Kindergarten:
● Five Senses
● Animal Coats
● Habitat Hike in the Classroom (K-ESS3-1)
● Let’s Make an Adaptation
● Lifecycles
● Living, Non-living
● Plant Versus Humans (K-LS1-1) (K-ESS3-1)
● If You Were a Seed (K-ESS3-1) (K-2-ETS1-2)
● What’s bugging you?
● The Itsy Bitsy Spider
● CSI: Critter Scene Investigation (Kindergarten)
● Where Do You Hide a Dinosaur?
● Head in the Clouds (K-ESS3-2)

1st Grade:
● Animals in Winter
● Let’s Make an Adaptation (1-LS1-1)
● Lifecycles (1-LS3-1)
● How Many Bears Live in this Forest? (1-LS1-2)
● Living, Non-living
● Seeds, seeds, seeds(1-LS1-1)
● Plant Versus Humans
● If You Were a Seed (1-LS1-1)
● What’s bugging you?



● Can You See Me? (1-LS1-1)
● CSI: Critter Scene Investigation (1st Grade)
● Geology: The First Rock Group
● Where Do You Hide a Dinosaur?

2nd Grade:
● Let’s Make an Adaptation (2-LS4-1)
● How Many Bears Live in this Forest?
● The Food Web
● Animals in Winter
● Honey Bees (2-LS2-2)
● Seeds, seeds, seeds
● Plants Versus Humans (2-LS2-1)
● What’s bugging you?
● Can you see me? (2-LS4-1)
● Bird Beaks and Neat Treats (2-LS4-1)
● The Signs Animals Leave (in class)
● CSI: Critter Scene Investigation (2nd Grade)
● Geology: The First Rock Group (2-ESS1-1)
● Where Do You Hide a Dinosaur?
● Magnetism

3rd Grade:
● Lifecycles (3-LS1-1)
● Honey Bees (3-LS2-1)
● The Food Web (3-LS2-1)
● Let’s Make an Adaptation
● How Many Bears Live in this Forest? (3-LS4-3)
● What’s bugging you? (3-LS4-2)
● Can you see me? (3-LS4-3)
● Bird Beaks and Neat Treats
● Leaping Leks (3-LS4-2)
● Oh Deer! (3-LS4-2)
● Macaroni Winter (3-LS4-2)
● Tracks on the Prairie (field trip) and The Signs Animals Leave (in class)
● CSI: Critter Scene Investigation (3rd Grade)
● Weather and Climate (3-ESS2-1) (3-ESS2-2)
● Geology: Mining the Earth (3-LS4-1)
● Where Do You Hide a Dinosaur?
● Genetics (3-LS3-1)
● Magnetism



4th Grade:
● Can You See Me? (4-LS1-1)
● How Many Bears Live in this Forest?
● Advanced Adaptations (4-LS1-1)
● Bird Beaks and Neat Treats (4-LS1-1)
● The Food Web
● Animal Behavior (4-LS1-2)
● Romping Ruminants (4-LS1-1)
● Oh Deer!
● Macaroni Winter
● Newton’s Three Laws and Simple Machines (4-PS3-1)
● CSI: Critter Scene Investigation (4th Grade)
● Weather and Climate (4-ESS2-1)
● Dem Bones
● Which Way Did They Go?
● Geology: Mining the Earth (4-ESS3-1)
● Shocking Developments
● Magnetism

5th Grade:
● Bird Beaks and Neat Treats
● The Food Web
● How Many Bears Live in this Forest?
● Oh Deer!
● Macaroni Winter
● Newton’s Three Laws (5-PS2-1)
● Tracks on the Prairie (field trip) and The Signs Animals Leave (in class)
● CSI: Critter Scene Investigation (5th Grade)
● Weather and Climate (5-ESS2-1)
● The Water Cycle (5-ESS2-2)
● Dem Bones
● Which Way Did They Go?
● Shocking Developments



6th Grade and Up:
These programs are noted below by the titles (look for anything through 12th grade). If you
would like any program done, let me know so I can modify the program to meet the needs of
your curriculum and make a specialized experience for your class. If you have a topic not listed,
let me know and I will create a program just for you!

Any Age:
● Honey Bees
● Owl Pellet Program ($1.00 per student)
● Endangered Species
● Mini Zoo
● Fish IOWA
● Aquatics Lab
● Stream Table
● Fly Tying



Programs Offered (updated in February 2022)

The Five Senses (Preschool – 1st Grade)   30 Minutes

All five senses will be used in this program with the help of some very fun activities. I usually
have a candy treat for the “taste” section, so let me know if a child can not have sugar. I will
bring something sugarless.

The Itsy Bitsy Spider (Preschool or Kindergarten) 30 Minutes

A program about those eight legged neighbors and a craft to go with it. We will even have a
giant web to try to understand how a spider catches its prey.

Habitat Hike in the Classroom (Preschool and Kindergarten) 30 Minutes.

With the use of stuffed animal puppets and a hollow log, students will learn some fascinating
facts about common Iowa animals. They will learn the meaning of the word habitat and they will
learn that dead trees play an important part in the wild. This is a wonderful introduction to Iowa
wildlife and their homes without ever leaving the classroom.

Animals Should Definitely NOT Wear Clothing Preschool and Kindergarten 30 Minutes

Based on the book by Judi Barrett, this program is similar to “Who’s Coat is That” but with a fun
book to read, too. We will see and touch a variety of animal coverings and discuss why each
one is best for the animal it covers.

Whose Coat is That? ( Kindergarten - 3rd Grade) 30 Minutes

Animals are covered with different things from fur to feathers to skin. With this program we will
see and touch a variety of animal coverings and discuss why each one is best for the animal it
covers.  Many visual items are brought for students to touch and look at.

Animals in the Winter (Kindergarten – 2nd Grade) 30 Minutes

This program is a study on hibernation and migration. Animals do different things to survive
Iowa’s cold winter. We will find out what many of our animals do in the winter, where they go
and why. I bring a lot of things to see and touch.



Living Non-living (Kindergarten-2nd grade)  30 Minutes

This program addresses the difference between living and non-living things for the very young
and adds a third category for the older ones. (Was once living but is not now living.) Many
things to look at and contemplate with this sometimes confusing comparison. Did you ever think
of your cotton t-shirt as having once been living??  A lot of fun.

Life Cycles (Kindergarten – 3rd grade) 30 Minutes

Depending on the age, we will look at the life cycles of some of Iowa’s wildlife. Lots of pictures
and things to look at. If this happens in the fall and you are interested I will try to bring you a
monarch caterpillar to raise and release to fly to Mexico. Students will make their own
caterpillar to butterfly life cycle craft too.

Seeds Seeds Seeds. (Kindergarten – 3rd Grade)  30 Minutes

I will do anything you need with this subject. Look at and learn about different seeds, go on a
hike and look for them. We can grow them, or make a bird feeder with them. Sometimes I have
packets of seeds to give them, and I have a nice variety of seeds to bring for a hands on look.

Honey Bees (All Ages)   One Hour

Students will learn why those busy bees are always buzzing around. We will discuss all stages
of development and learn about the different jobs that go on in a bee colony. The students will
then become bees and do a fun activity to find out just how hard those bees really work. This
program works great with two or three classes together.

What’s Bugging You? (Kindergarten – 3rd Grade)  30 Minutes

This program is an introduction to insects. What specifically is an insect? We will discuss the
different parts of an insect and if we have time, one of your students will turn into an insect right
before your eyes. Also a very special visitor- a giant Hissing Cockroach- will come to your
classroom. Do not worry, it does not bite and will not get loose.

Birds of a Feather (Kindergarten – 2nd Grade)  30 Minutes

Take a close up look at a variety of our fine feathered friends. This program is an introduction to
birds, body parts and special adaptations.  I have many hands-on items to see and touch.

Bird Beaks and Neat Treats (2nd – 5th Grade) One Hour

I will discuss different birds and how they are adapted to their environment. Wings, feet, eyes
and beaks will be looked at and discussed. Then everyone will participate in a Bird Beak
Activity to determine which beak is best for the food available.



Let’s Make an Adaptation (Kindergarten – 4th Grade.)   One Hour

A spin-off of “Let’s Make a Deal”. Biomes and adaptation are the whole point of this program.
Four winning students will pick a door. Behind each door is a habitat and a sack of adaptation
clothing that the student will wear. Each piece of clothing represents an animal adaptation for
the biome that was chosen.  This is a big hit.  Be ready with a camera for this one.

Forest Finds (Kindergarten – 3rd Grade)  30 minutes

Many hands on items are brought and depending on the age, I will discuss tree parts and
growth. The importance of trees and tree seeds, the changing of the seasons, and different
kinds of trees are discussed. I can even bring my leaf stamps so everyone can make a leaf
print to take home. Sometimes we make a human tree in the classroom.

Owl Pellet Program.  $1.00 per student cost.  One hour

We will discuss many different adaptations of owls and then dissect an owl pellet. I will bring all
the supplies necessary and the sterilized pellets. The students will dissect their pellet and
identify all the small bones they find. They will glue the bones onto a chart, and realize the
importance of a food chain and the uniqueness of owls.

Newton’s Three Laws and Simple Machines (program for 4-6th grade)

This is a program with a lot of demonstrations to help students understand Sir Isaac Newton’s
three laws of motion. We will then have a short program on simple machines with a hands-on
identification of different simple machines.

CSI-Critter Scene Investigation for Kindergarten and 1st

CSI- Critter Scene Investigation for 2nd and 3rd grade

CSI  for 4th and 5th grade   Consequences of humans using the environment. One Hour

This hands-on program actively involves students in a nature scene investigation. They are
assigned a specific track and with the reference material I supply, they identify the animal that
made the track. They then follow the tracks and try to figure out what the animal was doing,
what it ate, and where it went by the evidence they find in the scene. Many things can be
addressed as needed to complement what you are studying. We see how the land has
historically changed from tall grass prairie to single crop agriculture. How expanding cities,
highways, and pollution affect the habitat of animals. And we see how wildlife has adapted to
the changes that have occurred.



Can You See Me? (1st – 4th Grade)   One Hour

Why are some animals so brightly colored and others seem to blend in? We will discuss this
and much more. Paper frogs will be constructed and the frogs will hunt yarn worms outside.
We will decide what color worm we would want to be if frogs were hunting us. The results of the
hunt will be graphed on the whiteboard to see how many of each color worm was found.

How Many Bears Can Live in this Forest? (1st – 5th Grade)  One Hour

An introduction to habitat, with Iowa and prairie life discussed. We will also learn many details
of the black bear and its life in Iowa. The whole class becomes black bears and will go outside
in search of “bear food” (colored squares of paper). We will see first hand the problems of over
population of habitat, (carrying capacity) as only a few will survive.

Oh Deer! (3rd Grade and up)   30 minutes

Students become deer and deer habitat, and with a race set up similar to the old game “red
rover” they chart several years of deer population. This game shows how over- population
leads to habitat loss and ultimately to lower deer populations. Then as habitat recovers, so do
the deer populations. In a short amount of time, many years of deer populations can be
charted.

Macaroni Winter (3rd Grade and up)   30 minutes

Components of habitat, population cycles, and limiting factors will be discussed. Students
become quail and spend a winter (a few minutes) looking for their food (macaroni). The results
of weekly success and failure of food hunting is charted to show why the natural balance of
nature seems so unbalanced at times.

Where do you Hide a Dinosaur? (Kindergarten – 3rd Grade)    One Hour

Many young children are interested in dinosaurs even before they can read. I will bring lots of
items for comparison of the size of animals now and then. The children will learn about meat
eaters and plant eaters and the difference in their teeth. Everyone will become a paleontologist
and chisel their own fossil (sea shell or plastic dinosaur) out of a chunk of limestone (plaster). I
bring everything and the mess is minimal.  This is another favorite.

Geology:  The First Rock Group (Kindergarten – 2nd Grade)   One Hour

How did all those rocks end up all over the place? We will take a tour of the biggest rock factory
in the world: the earth. We will learn how rocks are “made” by seeing igneous rock made in a
volcano, making our own sedimentary rock and even making our own metamorphic marble and
then eating it, (something you can not do with real marble). I bring many things to look at and
touch.



Geology: “Mining the Earth” (4th grade and  up)    One Hour

This program will review how rocks are formed and then we will discuss the history of mining on
this planet. Students will learn why we mine and how we use some of the things we take from
the earth. We will come to realize that everything we use, everything we wear, everything we
eat, in fact everything we are made of, comes from this earth we live on. We will then try our
hand at (chocolate) chip mining and see how hard it is to keep the earth (cookie) intact as we
mine for the most chips.

The Food Web (2nd to 5th Grade)   30 minutes to One hour

Large pictures make this a more visual program. Every animal has a series of plants and/ or
animals which it eats, and another series which eats it. If we list these plants and animals and
draw lines between all those which feed on each other, we produce a diagram called a “Food
Web”. This activity involves the whole class and a long ribbon to interconnect all the students
who represent a component in the food web. This activity is designed to illustrate the
complexity of the food web, and the importance of diversity in a natural community.

Tracks on the Prairie and The Signs Animals Leave (2nd - 6th) Grade)     One Hour

Students will make an animal track with plaster, and while it’s drying they will learn about some
of the animals that live in their own backyards. They will learn about many of the signs that
animals leave and what those signs mean. The students will become more observant about the
living creatures around them and will also have their own plaster track to take home. If time is
limited, the program can be shortened to 30 minutes and I will bring pre-made tracks for your
students.

Native American Appreciation (Preschool and Kindergarten) One Hour

This program is a hands-on experience. I have a tub of “artifacts” to try on and pictures to look
at and a variety of Native American items to touch.

Magnetism…Any age through 6th Grade  One hour

This program explains magnetism from the first discovery through how we use magnets
everyday in so many ways.  Students will learn why some things seem to attract other things at
an atomic level.  A small basic lesson on atoms and how magnetic atoms differ will be offered
first.  They will then rotate through about 17 stations using magnets in one way or another,
seeing how these uses compare to our lives today.



Genetics (3rd grade and up) @ least 1 hour:

This is a very fun hands on program where students will create creatures using marshmallows
and other things.  They will all receive two sets of color coded chromosomes, one set from mom
and one from dad. By deciding how they will pair the chromosomes and using a chart to create
their baby, the class will quickly realize why family members can look very different from one
another.  This program should be the finale to your genetic science that you will be using in your
classroom.

This program could also involve mitosis and meiosis for older students and parts of a cell. This
is a very involved, detailed program.

Which Way Did They Go? (4th – 12th Grade)     One Hour

An Orienteering Program designed to introduce students to compass use and direction finding.
All we need is a playground area and a few minutes of basic information to have students
feeling confident with the use of a compass. This program helps students realize the
importance of mapping skills and math, and also encourages an interest in Social Studies and
Geography.

Astronomy Adventures (3rd to 6th Grade)   One Hour HIKE

The whole solar system is scaled down to a scale of one inch equals three million six hundred
thousand miles. Even at that scale the distance from the sun to Pluto is one half mile away. We
may not be able to walk the whole distance but with the help of scaled down planets (small
beads) students quickly realize that there is a lot of space out there. All the more reason to take
care of this planet we live on.

Endangered Species (3rd - 12th Grade)  30 minutes or One Hour

This is a very informative lesson on the endangered species situation of the earth. We will
discuss world wide problems with habitat loss and the effect it has on the living things of this
planet. We will then look at Iowa’s endangered plants and animals. We will discuss things we
can do to make a difference too.  I bring a lot of items to look at.

Weather and Climate (3rd - 5th Grade)    One Hour

This is an introduction to weather and climate on Earth. With the help of a lot of little
experiments it will be clearer as to how warm air rises, cold air falls, and the meaning of
condensation and precipitation.  We will talk about seasons, climates, and the water cycle.



Dem Bones 4th to 6th Grade for one hour

This program will discuss the difference between vertebrate and invertebrate animals. Students
will learn the ways bones benefit the body. We will look at X-rays of many animals and realize
we all have the same bones but they do not always look the same. Students will put together a
life size human skeleton and name the bones and will also play a game of “Go Bones” similar to
“Go Fish” to practice pronouncing bone names.

Shocking Developments 4th to 6th grade for one hour

Students will learn about the basics of electricity. The different types, where it is found, and
different ways it is used. They will learn about the history of how it was discovered. Students
will conduct experiments to learn more about how it interacts with the environment and where
and how it can be created. We will use homemade batteries to complete a circuit and light a
bulb.

Nature’s Inventions 4th to 6th grade for one hour

Students will learn how different inventions can be related back to nature and how nature was
involved in the creation of many items in use today. They will also learn about several famous
inventors.

Mini Zoo (Any Age) 30 minutes or One Hour

This is very popular. I will bring a variety of living things to your classroom to learn about, see
and touch. Depending on the age of students, we will discuss diversity, environment, habitat,
food chains, and adaptations.

Aquatics (Any Age)    One to Two Hours    Preferably at the Nature Center

Make this part of your all day field trip. We will go down to the pond and using a net, catch as
many forms of life as we can. The students will be supplied with I.D. books, microscopes and
magnifying glasses. They will identify, classify, and list everything they find. They can then
create a food chain using what everyone has found. Everyone is always surprised at the variety
of living things that can be found in a pond.

Fish Iowa ( ANY AGE)

Three visits to your classroom, at 45 minutes to an hour, will certify the class in the Fish Iowa
program. We will go over the laws and learn ethics, knot tying, fish handling, and receive lots
of fun stuff. I also set up stations to make: pop can fishing rod, gallon can fishing tackle box,
and other cool stuff. We also discuss rod and reels, and tackle, and bait. I also bring rods to
practice casting outside.  Plan a spring field trip to fish.



The Stream Table (Any Age)   One Hour    Only presented at the Nature Center

You must come here for this but it is worth it. Soil is Iowa’s most important natural resource and
the loss of soil by erosion is Iowa’s number one Non-Point Source Pollution problem. The
stream table is a big hands-on program that demonstrates how soil is lost by erosion to our
rivers and streams. Many components of erosion, pollution, and flood control are discussed.
Students will create their own streams and see how well they were able to prevent erosion

The Enviroscape (3rd Grade and up)  One Hour

THIS PROGRAM IS WONDERFUL TO TEACH WATER QUALITY ISSUES

The Enviroscape is an interactive educational and communication tool to be used in your
classroom or here at the Nature Center. The students not only gain a clear idea of the situation
of our water supplies, but also gain many good ideas of how each and every one of us can work
to prevent water pollution.

Fly Tying (3rd grade and older) One Hour

We will learn the basic art of fly tying. I have enough tying kits for a classroom and in one hour
students will make up to 3 or 4 lures they can keep and go fishing with.

Groundwater, Landfills, and Recycling (1st grade- 6th grade) One Hour

This component to the Enviroscape shows an old landfill compared to a new landfill. We will
discuss the impact that both have on the environment. We will talk about recycling, reusing, and
reducing and give many examples that students can do at home to help the environment. I
have some wonderful recycling mesh bags for the students to begin “saving the earth”

NEW! If You Were a Seed (Kindergarten-1st grade) One hour:

Students will learn all about the growth of a plant from seed to full grown flower and compare it
to your life as a human. We will look at different types of seeds and where they grow.

NEW! Head in the clouds (kindergarten- 2nd grade) One hour:

This is a fun, crafty lesson for younger students to learn the different types of clouds and what
each cloud type means. Students will make a cute cloud chart and become little meteorologists.



NEW! Plants Versus Humans (Kindergarten- 2nd grade) One hour:

We will be turned into plants and humans and find out how we impact each other. Students will
play a fun, interactive game to understand how we are all connected. There is also a five-tabbed
booklet students can make upon request (must know ahead of time so I can make copies).

NEW! Leaping Leks (3rd-6th grade) One hour:

Learn all about one of Iowa’s most unique birds- the Greater Prairie Chicken! Find out how
these avian friends thrive in their habitat and cool adaptations they have to survive. Students will
experience and demonstrate how seasons affect the survival of the birds with a fun game in our
tallgrass prairie out at the Anderson Conservation Area.

NEW! Advanced Adaptations (4th grade and up) One hour:

This program dives deeper into the world of animal adaptations. This program is excellent for
students to explore animals from Iowa compared to animals in different climates across the
world. Students will have to figure out why certain animals have certain adaptations and how
that helps them survive.

NEW! Animal Behavior (4th grade and up) One hour:

This program is perfect for students who already know the basics of adaptations and want to
dive deeper into a specific type of adaptation- behavioral! Just like humans, animals display
certain behaviors to signal to others how they feel. Learn all about how animals use their senses
and respond to their environment in different ways.

NEW! Romping Ruminants (4th grade and up) One hour:

Explore a unique form of digestion deer, cows, and other cud-chewing creatures have adapted.
Learn all about the human digestive system compared to a cow and white-tailed deer’s digestive
system. This is a great program for comparing function to behavioral adaptations as well.

NEW! Continental Drift (4th grade and up) One hour:

Journey through Earth’s geological history as we map out the breakup of Pangea into our world
today. Students will study geological and fossil evidence to support how scientists discovered
how Earth once was.



THE 24th annual OREGON TRAIL reenactment,

BY INVITATION ONLY, WILL BE

FRIDAY, MAY 6th 2022

ALSO: WE ARE THE LOCATION FOR HUNTER EDUCATION PROGRAMS…

CALL FOR DATES

Remember that we continue to bring you quality programs at no cost to your school or
your students.

Remind your supervisors how important this is to you and your school and let them
know how much you enjoy these programs.


